The Arctic Ocean has lost more than 30 percent of its summer ice cover in the last thirty years. Scientists have long thought that climate change is to blame, and recent study provides more evidence for that idea. Credit: Patrick Kelley, U.S. Coast Guard
FROM THE PRESIDENT
by Ardis Herrold, NESTA Past-President

Happy New (school) Year!

The Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) will be a reality before we know it! If you haven’t taken a peek at them, now is a good time to get a handle on how they will impact you in your profession as a science educator. Make it your New (school) Year’s resolution to develop an awareness of the NGSS.

For many of our states the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) will be adopted in the near future as they are slated to be completed late in 2012 or early in 2013. Even if your state is not one of the 26 lead states scheduled to adopt the NGSS, use this New (school) Year to develop or join a Professional Learning Community (PLC) focused on unpacking the NGSS so that you are ready for the implementation. The framework that guided the creation of the NGSS can be downloaded for free from the National Academies Press website and a draft of the NGSS is available from the Achieve website. Both of these documents can serve as the foundation for a rich dialogue among you and your science education colleagues.

The creation of the Framework for K-12 Science Education: Practices, Cross-cutting Concepts, and Core Ideas began in the summer of 2010. The National Research Council organized an exemplary committee to create this document, who then used the latest research on how children learn science. After extensive vetting through science, engineering, and education organizations as well as thousands of people organized in focus groups, the document was completed in the summer of 2011 and published in its final form in 2012. The purpose of this document is to provide the foundation upon which the NGSS were to be constructed. Everything you see in the NGSS can be traced back to the Framework, and therefore starting your grasp of the NGSS should start with a grasp of the Framework.

Let the table of contents of the Framework serve as your PLC agenda. For instance, the table of contents is divided into three parts, Part I: A Vision for K-12 Science Education; Part II: Dimensions of the Framework; and Part III: Realizing the Vision and the chapters within these three parts, can be a topic for each meeting. Pay special attention to chapters 1 and 2 as they provide the philosophy behind the Framework and chapters 3 and 4 as they include key dimensions grounding the paradigm shift of what will be expected of science educators when the NGSS are implemented. The scientific and engineering practices as well as the crosscutting concepts are now married to our content, and students are expected to actively integrate all three dimensions (practices, crosscutting concepts, and disciplinary core ideas) in future assessments.

The discussion in your PLC should include ways you can integrate these three dimensions and ways you can successfully implement the NGSS in your classrooms. Once your PLC has digested the Framework, you are ready to view the NGSS to see how they will assist you in your curricular and instructional decisions. Have a wonderful New (school) Year and may you be successful with all your resolutions!

Missy Holzer
NESTA President, 2012-15
FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND GUEST EDITOR

Dear NESTA Members,

Greetings from NESTA at the beginning of another school year! I hope you have had a great and restful summer, and are reinvigorated for the school year to come. And I hope to see you at our events this year, if your schedules allow!

This very special fall issue of The Earth Scientist (TES) has a focus on climate change education. We’re very excited about it, for several reasons. First of all, we’d like to thank the National Science Foundation (NSF) (GEO-1246254 from the Geoscience Education program of NSF) for their financial support of this issue. This support has made it possible for NESTA to implement a peer-review process for articles submitted to TES! For NESTA, peer-review involves feedback from leading teachers across the country as well as domain experts – in this case, specialists in climate change education. We’re delighted that 16 of these individuals agreed to serve as peer-reviewers for the articles submitted to the issue. Moving forward, we will continue to provide peer-review for all articles submitted to TES, providing a valuable service for both authors and subscribers.

As many of you already know, this year has been exceptionally warm. According to NOAA, this spring was the warmest on record in the US since record keeping began in 1895, with ten of thousands of records falling to date. The last 12 months have been the warmest on record. According to NASA, the global average surface temperature in 2011 was the ninth warmest since 1880, continuing a trend in which nine of the 10 warmest years in the modern meteorological record have occurred since the year 2000. On a daily basis, we hear about extreme events and changes in our environment. In mid July, NASA discovered a surprising sudden melting of the Greenland ice sheet, with melting occurring across 97% of its surface. The Alaska Highway, which was built on permafrost (and relies upon it for its stability), is starting to buckle as the permafrost below it melts. This year we had a record number of tornadoes very early in the year, causing massive damage in the midwest and southern states. We are in the middle of the worst drought in 50 years, which brings with it significant ripple effects in society – lowering water levels in reservoirs endangering recreation and energy production, withering crops impacting food production and the cost of food, and lowering water levels on major rivers impacting shipping to name only a few. Clearly, we live in a deeply interconnected system bringing together the environment, the economy, and our social system – the three pillars of society. As the climate warms – which observational evidence clearly shows is happening – there will be impacts throughout society because of these interconnections.

From the perspective of an Earth and space science teacher, climate change offers a particularly compelling case study demonstrating the interconnectedness of systems and the opportunity to develop an understanding of and apply unifying concepts and processes of science. This issue provides you with five articles describing resources for you to use in the classroom for climate change education, as well as an article that looks into the problems caused by the “teach the controversy” approach. We hope these articles are helpful to you in the coming year as you delve into this difficult and compelling topic. In this issue, we also provide a list of particularly useful, online, climate change education resources for you.

Also included in this issue is an article announcing the 2012 Earth Science Week celebration sponsored annually by the American Geosciences Institute (AGI). In the hard copies of this Fall issue, the AGI has graciously provided, for use in your classroom, the 2012 Earth Science Week Poster, entitled Discovering Careers in the Earth Sciences.
As usual, NESTA will hold our signature events - the NESTA Share-a-Thon and Rock and Mineral Raffle - at each of the fall NSTA Area Conferences in addition to multiple workshops and short courses in Louisville and Atlanta on planetary science (see the list of our fall events in this issue). We hope to see you at our events, and invite you to participate as a presenter at one of our Share-a-Thons. If you are interested in presenting at one or more of our upcoming Share-a-thons, please apply at https://www.nestanet.org/cms/content/conferences/nsta/shareathons/apply, and NESTA’s Share-a-Thon Coordinator, Michelle Harris, will be in touch with you soon.

Best Regards,

Dr. Roberta Johnson, Executive Director, NESTA

And Guest Editor of this special, NSF sponsored, Climate Change issue of TES

TES Editor
Tom Ervin

HELP WANTED!

NESTA needs you to help us run our events at the NSTA Fall Conferences in Louisville, Atlanta and Phoenix. At the 2013 spring NSTA in San Antonio, we need volunteers to help with our Share-a-thons, Rock Raffle, and at our Exhibit Hall booth. If you feel that you can help, contact

Joe Monaco, NESTA Volunteer Coordinator: monacoj@aol.com

Twenty Five Years Ago in TES

Twenty five years ago, in 1987, TES was in its fourth year of publication. The cover of Volume 4, issue 3 featured photos of four volcanoes: (clockwise from lower left they are Crater Lake, Oregon, Polomolak, Philippines, Sunset Crater, California and Mauna Loa, Hawaii. These were fitting photos since the first 19 pages of the issue were devoted to five articles regarding volcanoes. These articles were followed by an article on behavioral objectives and how they relate to Earth science lesson planning. This article was followed by an article listing computer programs for use in Earth science classroom which were either free (public domain) or “low cost” (up to $100 commercially available).
Particularly useful online resources for climate change education

- **Our Changing Planet** – a collaboration of NBC Learn and NESTA (Windows to the Universe) with support of NSF, providing beautiful short videos and associated classroom activities on over a dozen topics at http://www.windows2universe.org/earth/changing_planet/changing_planet.html

- **Windows to the Universe** – hundreds of pages of content on climate and global change at upper elementary, middle, and high school levels, presented in English and Spanish at http://www.windows2universe.org/earth/climate/climate.html as well as over 50 classroom activities on climate change topics in the Teacher Resources/Activities section at http://www.windows2universe.org/php/teacher_resources/activity.php

- **CO2Now.org** – with daily updates on the level of CO₂ in the atmosphere, and supporting resources at http://co2now.org/

- **National Snow and Ice Data Center** – with regular updates on conditions in polar regions, reports, and images at http://nsidc.org/

- **Scripps Institute of Oceanography** (home of the Keeling curve) http://scrippSCO2.ucsd.edu/home/index.php

- **Skeptical Science** – continuous updates on arguments regarding global warming and climate change at http://www.skepticalscience.com

- **Real Climate** – updates from climate scientists at http://www.realclimate.org/

- **NOAA Climate Portal** – with resources for teachers at http://www.climate.gov/#education

- **NASA Global Climate Change**: Vital Signs of the Planet – with background information and resources for teachers and students at http://climate.nasa.gov/

- **NASA Goddard Institute for Space Science** – with links to multiple programs, including the EdGCM and the GISS Surface Temperature Analysis Program at http://www.giss.nasa.gov/

- **Alliance for Climate Education (ACE)** – a program with student leadership opportunities at http://www.acespace.org/

- **Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Climate Change** – resources for students, teachers, and administrators at http://www.epa.gov/climate-change/wyce/school.html

- **National Academies of Science Climate Change Education Roundtable** – reports from NAS Roundtable on issues in climate change education at http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bose/Climate_Change_Education_Homepage.html
NESTA Workshops at the fall 2012 NSTA Area Conferences

NESTA is pleased to announce our sessions at the NSTA Area Conference for fall 2012. **Want to present at one or more of our Share-a-Thons?** Sign up to present at a NESTA Share-a-Thon at www.nestanet.org/cms/content/conferences/nsta/shareathons/apply.

**NESTA sessions in Louisville**

**Friday, October 19**  
*All events on Friday are in the Kentucky International Convention Center, L15*  
- 8:00 – 9:00 am - Activities from Across the Earth System  
- 9:30 - 10:30 pm - Let’s Get Well Grounded!  
- 11:00 am - noon - Climate Change Classroom Toolkit  
- 12:30 – 1:30 pm – Our Changing Planet  
- 2:00 - 3:00 pm - Share-a-Thon  
- 5:00 – 6:00 pm - Rock and Mineral Raffle

**Saturday, October 20**  

**NESTA sessions in Atlanta**

**Friday, November 2**  
*All events on Friday are in the Georgia World Congress Center, B401/B402*  
- 8:00 – 9:00 am - Climate Change Classroom Toolkit  
- 9:30 - 10:30 pm - Let’s Get Well Grounded!  
- 11:00 am - noon – Activities from Across the Earth System  
- 12:30 – 1:30 pm – Our Changing Planet  
- 2:00 - 3:00 pm - Share-a-Thon  
- 3:30 – 4:30 pm - Rock and Mineral Raffle

**Saturday, November 3**  
Short Course: *Exploring Planetary Science and Astronomy: What Would Galileo Do?* Georgia World Congress Center, B404, 9:00 am – noon. Ticketed Event: $55 advance; $60 on-site. Purchase tickets when you register online for NSTA or on the Atlanta Advance Registration Form.

**NESTA sessions in Phoenix**

**Friday, December 7**  
*All events on Friday are in the Phoenix Convention Center, 132 A-C*  
- 8:00 – 9:00 am - Climate Change Classroom Toolkit  
- 9:30 - 10:30 pm – Activities from Across the Earth System  
- 11:00 am - noon – Let’s Get Well Grounded!  
- 12:30 – 1:30 pm – Our Changing Planet  
- 2:00 - 3:00 pm - Share-a-Thon  
- 3:30 – 4:30 pm - Rock and Mineral Raffle
Discovering Careers in the Earth Sciences

By Geoff Camphire

Celebrate Earth Science Week 2012

Jobs and employment issues are important to everyone -- especially students. Has there ever been a better time to promote awareness of the many exciting careers opportunities available in the Earth sciences?

That’s why Earth Science Week 2012 will focus on the theme of “Discovering Careers in the Earth Sciences.” During the 15th annual Earth Science Week (Oct. 14-20, 2012), millions of people, in all 50 states and around the globe, will learn about the work of geoscientists by conducting classroom activities, preparing competition projects, and visiting parks, museums, and science centers. Each year, the American Geosciences Institute (AGI) reaches more than 48 million people through its Earth Science Week campaign promoting better understanding of Earth science and stewardship of the planet.

Day by Day

Join in activities emphasizing different areas of the geosciences on different days:


- On Monday, Oct. 15, Earth Science Literacy Day will focus on videos illustrating the field’s “Big Ideas” (www.earthsciweek.org/forteachers/bigideas/main.html).

- Tuesday, Oct. 16, No Child Left Inside Day invites young people to go outdoors and learn about Earth science firsthand (www.earthsciweek.org/ncli).

- Wednesday, Oct. 17, The National Park Service and AGI are collaborating to conduct the third annual National Fossil Day (http://nature.nps.gov/geology/nationalfossilday/).
Thursday, Oct. 18, The Association for Women Geoscientists urges you to share the excitement of geoscience careers with young women, on Women in the Geosciences Day.

On Friday, Oct. 19, celebrate the first-ever Geologic Map Day. Hosted by the U.S. Geological Survey and the Association of American State Geologists along with AGI, this event promotes awareness of the importance of geologic mapping for education, science, business, and public policy. A poster, activities, and additional resources can be found online (www.earthsciweek.org/geologicmap).

Get Involved

How can you participate? This year’s educator kit and web site provide more than one hundred lessons, materials, and links on Earth science. To receive the $6.95 kit, including the Geologic Map Day poster and dozens of other resources, order online (www.earthsciweek.org/materials/index.html) or call 703-379-2480. The 2012 Earth Science Week Poster (enclosed in this issue of The Earth Scientist) features a learning activity designed to help young people think about careers in the Earth sciences. Visit the Earth Science Week web site (www.earthsciweek.org) to find out about ways to get involved, events and organizations in your community, educational activities, the monthly electronic newsletter, and much more.

Students can enter AGI’s Earth Science Week contests. The photography contest, open to all ages, focuses on the theme “Earth Science Is a Big Job.” Students in kindergarten through grade five may enter the visual arts contest, “Imagine Me, an Earth Scientist!” In addition, students in grades six through nine can enter the essay contest, which highlights “Geoscientists Working Together.” Information on rules and prizes is online (www.earthsciweek.org/contests). Have a great Earth Science Week!
Abstract

The “Carbon Cycle Game” is introduced as a regionally relevant activity for students to experience the carbon cycle. In the game, students behave as carbon molecules moving between reservoirs (hydrosphere, biosphere, lithosphere, and atmosphere). Students select cards that instruct them to take on the role of a carbon molecule. The cards provide information about a carbon cycling process and direct students how to move from one carbon reservoir to another. Students conduct ten rounds of cycling while recording where they went and how long they stayed. The game concludes with a discussion of student experiences and a review of the carbon cycle. Teacher feedback on the implementation and impact on learning in the classroom indicates high levels of student engagement and effective strategies to learn about carbon and its role in climate change. Although the lesson is regionally based, it can easily be adapted to other regions of the globe, if needed.

The Carbon Cycle Game: A Regionally Relevant Activity to Introduce Climate Change

Joëlle Clark, Jane Marks, PhD, Carol Haden, EdD, Melinda Bell, Bruce Hungate, PhD

According to the 2007 synthesis report prepared by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the main drivers for climate change are increased concentrations of greenhouse gases and aerosols and increased global radiation in the atmosphere and on the Earth’s surface (IPCC 2007, p. 15). Human activities have increased the concentrations of greenhouses gases in the Earth's atmosphere, particularly carbon dioxide. Students are challenged to understand the role of carbon in global climate change.

Students need to know how carbon cycles through Earth's systems. The Framework for K-12 Science Education (National Research Council 2012) outlines a vision for student learning that emphasizes the Earth as interconnected systems involving the atmosphere, hydrosphere, geosphere, and biosphere. Students are typically introduced to a carbon cycle in elementary or middle grades as a part of how matter cycles. Often, a diagram with arrows showing the flow of carbon is used to illustrate this process (See Figure 1: Example of Carbon Cycle Diagram). Research on student misconceptions indicates that students see the parts of this cycle, yet see the connections among the systems as fragmented. They think the cycle involves cause and effect events with matter being created or destroyed during those events. To them, each part of the cycle represents a new, not continuous, event (Driver, Squire, Rushworth, & Wood-Robinson 1994). This disjointed view of how carbon moves, makes it difficult to apply the carbon cycle to environmental issues, such as
climate change. To the students, the word “cycle” infers that every carbon molecule follows the same series of events over and over again, thus students underestimate differences in frequencies of some processes, as well as different rates of storage among the reservoirs.

In an effort to deepen understanding of the carbon cycle, students can play a carbon cycle game (See Figure 2: The Carbon Cycle Game). The learning goal of the game is for students to experience how carbon molecules are transferred between carbon reservoirs, what’s the relative amount of time carbon remains in any given reservoir, and which processes initiate a change in carbon from one form and reservoir to another. A carbon reservoir is defined as a natural storage place for carbon. The game involves students physically moving from one carbon reservoir to another, based on information provided by the carbon cycle game cards. Students record their carbon molecule’s journey for later discussion of the carbon cycle.

The Carbon Game scenario is situated on the Colorado Plateau, a geographic region in the western United States that includes the Four Corners states of Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, and Colorado.
This semi-arid region is known for its dramatic landscapes consisting of canyons, plateaus, and colorful rock formations. The Grand Canyon is the most famous landmark in the region. For geographic authenticity, the carbon cycle represented in the regional game does not include the ocean nor the cryosphere although students learn about these during the post game discussion. The game was adapted and modified by a team of educators and climate scientists as part of a larger climate science and solutions curriculum supplement for students on the Colorado Plateau. The ideas for the Colorado Plateau carbon cycle game originated from other carbon cycle games available on the Internet (Gardiner & Genyuk, 2006 and Kreger, 2004).

Prior to playing the game, a teacher must create seven reservoir stations spread around the room. Each station contains a poster and a set of game cards (See Figure 2). To play the game, students are initially assigned to one of the seven stations: hydrosphere, lithosphere–limestone, lithosphere–fossil fuels, biosphere–soils, biosphere–animals, biosphere–soils, and atmosphere. At their station, students select a card, read and record the pertinent information regarding their carbon molecule including a description of the form of carbon and the process of transformation (See Figure 3). Regional examples of rock formations, plants, animals, and locations are used to help students recognize the dynamic nature of the carbon cycle in the past, present, and future. After recording the information from the card, the student moves to the station (or maybe stays put) as indicated by the information presented. The student selects a different card and continues the process until he/she has played 10 rounds. One round consists of a carbon game card played from the initial reservoir to the ending reservoir. The number of cards available at each reservoir is shown at the right. It takes an average of 20 minutes to play ten rounds depending on the age and background knowledge of the students.

Each student has a unique experience playing the game. Students begin at different reservoirs and each card leads to different reservoir destinations. Examples of a set of three Colorado Plateau Carbon Game cards illustrate both the process of carbon moving and how regional information is incorporated into learning (See Figure 4). Students do not get to choose where to begin. Instructions recommend that the teacher randomly assign students to start at a particular reservoir. The students then follow the journey of a carbon molecule to other reservoirs as indicated on the cards.

Students analyze their findings from the cards, responding to the following questions individually in their science journals/notebooks:

1. In which reservoirs did you remain for millions of years before you were able to go to a new reservoir?

2. Which processes move carbon fairly quickly from one reservoir to another? For example, what process moves carbon between the atmosphere and the biosphere? What process moves carbon from the biosphere to the atmosphere?
3. What evidence do you see, from the game or from your own experience, regarding how humans are changing the carbon cycle?

Students find that they remain longest in the lithosphere and return most often to the atmosphere. Some lithosphere cards indicate to students that the carbon is still buried and so remains in the lithosphere. Students then select a different lithosphere card and collect new information. Eventually, students will obtain a card in which the carbon is released and students then can move to a different reservoir. Students can become frustrated initially by being “stuck” in the lithosphere. However, the game is a simulation and therefore models how carbon moves through the various reservoirs including the relative length of time carbon is sequestered in each reservoir. In addition, the model allows students to begin to explore the idea that human activities can release increased carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. More students, and thus more carbon, move through the atmosphere reservoir.

To conclude the lesson, students draw and label their own diagrams of a carbon cycle based on their experience with the game. They compare their diagram with other examples of carbon cycle diagrams from more conventional sources, such as textbooks, to reinforce the learning. This game-style introduction to climate change sets a foundation for students to learn more about carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases, the greenhouse effect, carbon dioxide changes over time in the atmosphere, and the evidence for current global temperature increases.

The Carbon Game was intentionally designed to incorporate multiple learning styles and to capitalize on student interest through regional references. Teachers using the Carbon Game, specifically mentioned the activity as a great example of providing students the opportunity to gain a deeper understanding of carbon and the biogeochemical cycle that occurs as carbon moves from one reservoir to another. The teachers also noted high student engagement and found that the game was an effective manner to introduce the role of carbon in climate change. One teacher commented about her students, “They loved the Carbon Game. To me, learning about carbon was the bread and butter of the content.”

The Carbon Game presented here is one example of a regionally relevant approach to teaching students about climate change. The benefit of this approach to learning is that it allows students to build conceptual understanding by providing a relatable context. Cognitive brain research on how people learn provides evidence that people develop new learning based on previous experiences and knowledge (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking 2000). It makes sense that students can construct their understanding of scientific concepts, like the carbon cycle, with new information that incorporates familiar regional examples. This instructional approach can easily be adapted and expanded to other regions of the world. One simply needs to use scientific information about how carbon moves through reservoirs while referring to regional places, animals, plants, bodies of water and geological formations. If you modify the Colorado Plateau version of the game to fit your region, then oceans, glaciers and ice sheets may need to be included in your version.
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Abstract

The ANDRILL (ANtarctic geological DRILLing) Science Management Office at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln and other members of our team, with funding from a NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) Environmental Literacy grant (NA09SEC46900009), have created a series of hands-on activities that give middle and high school students a foundation in understanding the basics of climate change from an Earth systems approach to the topic. The entire series, entitled Environmental Literacy Framework (ELF), with a focus on climate change provides educators with a 5-unit collection of activities aimed at creating climate change science knowledge among students. The 5 units are organized around the idea of “a system of systems,” with energy exchanges providing the connections among the systems. Individual activities in each unit provide engaging entry level experiences intended to motivate students to ask questions and to build a strong base for scaffolding climate change knowledge through a careful construction of climate science concepts. This article focuses on one of the ELF activities, entitled Earth’s Albedo.

The ELF

Constructing learning and scaffolding experiences with new concepts is important to building the broad cognitive framework necessary for understanding the complexities of the climate system. Initial results from recent studies indicate that a constructivist and experiential approach to teaching climate change concepts builds students’ knowledge and ideas about the multiple and diverse dimensions of climate change issues. (Pruneau, 2010) With funding from a NOAA Environmental Literacy grant, the ANDRILL Science Management Office at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln and other members of our team, have created a series of hands-on activities that give middle and high school students a foundation for understanding the basics of climate change from an Earth systems approach to the topic. The “Environmental Literacy Framework (ELF), with a focus on climate change” provides educators with a 5-unit collection of activities aimed at creating climate change science knowledge organized around the idea of “a system of systems,” with energy exchanges providing the interactions between and within systems. Activities provide engaging entry level inquiry experiences intended to motivate students to ask questions and to build a strong
base for scaffolding climate change knowledge through a careful construction of climate science concepts.

The ELF activities are modeled after ANDRILL’s earlier resources titled Antarctica’s Climate Secrets, (Dahlman, 2007) or “Flexhibits.” (FLEXible exHIBITS). Students learn from building and manipulating the models and engaging in the activities, then using their materials to teach a different audience. Students take on the role of “teachers” and “scientists” as they teach concepts of climate science to audiences like younger students, community groups, or museum visitors. Taking part in a Flexhibit is a powerful learning experience and extends and cements the learning, because “No one...learns as much as the individual teaching [it] for the first time.” (Bodner, 2003)

The ELF has been field tested by classroom teachers for two years with an extremely positive response from educators in grades 5 to AP Environmental science courses.

“My department is loving the activities in the ELF curriculum. It has been very useful to have this ELF material with the background reading, materials lists, and procedures in one place. It is meaty content that meets our needs. .... (in) our 9th grade curriculum, the biology classes and environmental science classes have selected activities to enrich their content as well. Our school has greatly benefited from your efforts.”

— Jennifer H., Seattle, Washington

Each activity in the ELF includes background materials for the teachers, links to powerpoints for presenting the information to students, a glossary of terms, all data sheets, extension ideas, links to additional resources, and a correlation guide to National Science Standards. There is a close correlation to the draft of the Next Generation Science Standards, and those will be posted online when the NGSS is finalized. The activities are intended to be extremely flexible and directions are written at a middle school reading level making it accessible to students whether the activities are used independently in class, for homework, in a lab setting or in an after school club or program. All activities are freely available for download at www.andrill.org/education/elf. This article will focus on one of the ELF activities.

**Earth’s Albedo**

In this hands-on activity, learners develop their conceptual knowledge of the term albedo (the ability of a surface to reflect energy) and create a model to illustrate the relationship between the albedo of various Earth surfaces and the energy balance of our planet. Students propose a relationship between the albedo of these surfaces and climate patterns observed around the world.

Some of the questions learners are expected to address are:

- How do ice and snow help regulate the overall energy balance of the Earth?
- How will the impact of climate change and reductions in the amount of snow and ice affect the Earth’s ability to reflect incoming solar energy?

As with all the activities in the ELF, this one begins with thoughtful focus questions for the learners, followed by background information and a description of the activity. For **Earth’s Albedo**, the students are given a common example of albedo from their everyday experience: “Think back to a hot summer day and the feeling of walking barefoot on grass and then a sidewalk or paved surface.” From there they are led to a conceptual understanding of albedo before working with the activity. The activity demonstrates and models how albedo varies with different Earth surfaces.

Students gather their own data so group results may vary. Students then analyze the data using simple math processes and draw conclusions about how various Earth surfaces contribute to the
overall Earth energy budget. They are then asked to predict how changes in the overall amount of some surfaces like ice and snow will affect the Earth’s temperature and climate patterns.

Addressed in this activity are these National Science Education Standards 5-8:

1. Physical Science Standard B
2. Earth Science Standard D
3. History and Nature of Science Standard G

**Materials**

Materials for each team of students: All reproducible materials (maps, data table, etc.) can be found at http://www.andrill.org/education/elf/activities/1D

1. 17” X 22” Global Biomes Map placed in a copy paper box top or similar tray with an edge to keep the popcorn kernels from falling off the work surface
2. Plastic bag of 100 kernels of unpopped popcorn (representing 100% of the sun’s energy)
3. Sorting tray (ice cube trays or egg cartons work well) labeled with the biomes from the map key
4. Data table for recording results

**Directions**

1. Randomly sprinkle the popcorn kernels out of the bag over the entire surface of the map
2. Collect and sort the kernels into the sorting tray, according to the nine different surfaces on which they landed
3. Count the popcorn kernels in each section of the sorting tray; record the number of kernels counted onto the corresponding sections of the data table (See Figure 1)
4. Return all popcorn to the original plastic bag
5. Repeat steps #1-4 three times
6. Average the number of kernels on each land surface type.
7. Multiply the average number of popcorn by the albedo factor as shown on the data table.
8. Complete the calculations and compare how much incoming solar radiation is absorbed by each type of surface

**Figure 1. Earth’s Albedo Data Table**

Source: http://www.andrill.org/education/elf/activities/1D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land surface type</th>
<th>Round 1</th>
<th>Round 2</th>
<th>Round 3</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Albedo</th>
<th>Reflected (Average x albedo)</th>
<th>Absorbed (Average – number reflected)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taiga and Boreal Forest</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deserts and Shrubs</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inland Water</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coniferous Forest</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deciduous Forest</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grassland</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tundra</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice and Snow</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2 (top). Working as a team to sort popcorn kernels according to the biome on which the kernels landed. Photo: Louise Huffman**

**Figure 3 (bottom). Calculating Earth’s albedo. Photo: Louise Huffman**
Students will observe that solar radiation falling on surfaces such as snow and ice contributes less to the overall energy budget of the Earth than radiation falling on forests, water or deserts. Students then do a second round of the activity using the map without Arctic summer sea ice and compare how the loss of ice may affect Earth’s energy budget.

**Questions for students to ponder and discuss in their groups or as a class:**

1. What land surfaces reflect the most incoming radiation?
2. What land surface types absorb the most incoming radiation?
3. How would the total amount of the sun’s radiation absorbed by the Earth change if all of the tundra/taiga was covered year round with snow and not just in the winter as it is now? How would this change affect the Earth’s average temperature?
4. How would the total amount of the sun’s radiation absorbed by the Earth change if there were fewer forests or more deserts? How would this affect the Earth’s average temperature?
5. How would the decrease in the amount of snow and ice on the Earth’s surface change the amount of total energy absorbed by Earth? How would this affect the Earth’s average temperature?

Student conclusions from this activity include:

1. The amount of solar radiation absorbed (or reflected) by the Earth varies with the type of surface.
2. The more solar radiation the Earth absorbs (the less reflected), the warmer the Earth will be.
3. Any changes in the amount of solar radiation absorbed by the Earth affects the Earth’s climates.
4. As the amount of ice and snow covering the Earth’s surface changes, the Earth’s temperature may also change.

**Conclusion**

The climate system is extremely complex. By actively engaging in hands-on inquiry activities, students construct scientific knowledge and develop a conceptual framework for building climate change knowledge. *Earth’s Albedo* is one such activity in which students create a model to illustrate the relationship between the albedo of various Earth surfaces and the energy balance of our planet. Students propose a relationship between the albedo of these surfaces and climate patterns observed around the world. As they manipulate their model, they observe that solar radiation falling on surfaces such as snow and ice contribute less to the overall energy budget of the Earth than radiation falling on forests, water or deserts. They conclude that if climate change affects the amount of ice and snow covering the Earth’s surface, Earth’s temperature may also change.
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Abstract

Climate science has emerged as an important domain of education because of the implications of climate change for society, the need to train future scientists to continue to increase our understanding of the climate system, and the need for citizens to make informed and responsible decisions about their environment. Yet climate science presents real challenges in cognition, perception and pedagogy, especially as it applies to understanding the Earth as a dynamic system of components interacting at local to global spatial scales and over multiple and embedded time scales.

To facilitate student understanding of the complex interactions among the components of the Earth system and how that system changes over time, we have developed and implemented in classrooms, numerous high school level curriculum modules which make up EarthLabs. The currently available EarthLabs modules focus on Hurricanes, Drought, Corals, Fisheries, Climate and the Cryosphere, and Earth System Science. In this article we focus on the implementation of EarthLabs in Texas classrooms and in particular the Earth System Science module. The Earth System Science module has been developed to guide students to understanding Earth system dynamics. This includes facilitating a deeper understanding of how the components of the Earth system interact to shape the climate system, and how this system can change over time. Students begin the modules by investigating the interactions among the components of the Earth system on scales they are familiar with – their own local environment. Once these concepts have been grasped, the scope is extended to regional and global spatial scales.

Introduction

Humans are modifying Earth without fully understanding how our actions affect the atmosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere, and geosphere. However, research indicates that increases in globally averaged temperatures of a few degrees this century will likely cause drought, floods, extreme weather, and sea-level rise (IPCC, 2007a, 2007b, 2007c). For society to develop strategies to address climate change there is an urgent need for the inclusion of climate literacy in public education. Yet climate literacy demands cognitive and perceptual leaps for students and teachers (Grotzer & Lincoln, 2007) with respect to understanding the complex interactions among the components of the Earth System.
EarthLabs (Teacher Guide: http://serc.carleton.edu/earthlabs, Student Portal: http://serc.carleton.edu/eslabs) is an online curriculum for rigorous, quantitative lab science courses in Earth and environmental science. An EarthLabs module is comprised of six to nine sequenced labs intended to build on the knowledge and skills learned in the previous labs. With funding from the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA, NA05SEC4691004), the National Science Foundation (NSF, EAR-0807575), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA, NNX09AL90G) there are six live EarthLabs modules: Hurricanes, Corals, Fisheries, Drought, Climate and the Cryosphere, and Earth System Science. Under current funding from the NSF (DUE-1019721, DUE-1019703, DUE-1019815) we are developing two additional modules: Climate, Weather and the Biosphere, and Carbon and the Earth System. In this article we describe the Earth System Science module and its implementation in Texas, provide teaching tips on module use, and describe evidence of impact on student learning about Earth system science.

EarthLabs: Earth System Science (ESS) Module

In the EarthLabs ESS module (http://serc.carleton.edu/earthlabs/climate) we begin by examining Earth systems processes on the time and space scales that are most familiar to students. The first few labs focus on the local scale – the scale that students experience every day; familiar places, such as the schoolyard, a park, or a common area in their community can be the focus at the local scale.

The EarthLabs ESS Teacher Portal provides background information, lists of required materials, whether an internet connection is required, and the online tools that will be used. In this module, online tools include Google Earth, the GLOBE graphing tool, the NASA Ocean Motion Ship Drift Model, NEO (NASA Earth Observations tool and data), and ImageJ (a public domain Java image processing program that can read many image formats including tiff, gif and jpg and can display, edit, analyze, process, save and print results, is available at http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/download.html). Instructions are provided for using these tools to complete the activities.

In the first lab, Think Globally, Act Locally, students learn about the different components of the Earth system and explore a local site for those connections. They visit the site, photograph and identify various components of the Earth system, and describe these components within the context of the local environment. Students are then asked to predict how changes in one component might impact others.

In the second lab, Drawing Local Connections, students annotate their photographs of the site with the interconnections they observed or inferred (Figure 1), and consider how energy and matter are transferred between different components of the Earth system. The students are then asked to use their annotated photograph to create a simplified diagram of their site that highlights the most important interactions that define their local environment (Figure 2). This place-based approach results in highly localized responses with expected answers being different for temperate environments versus either desert or tropical environments.

In the third lab, Discovering Local Data, students examine how the interactions between the components of the Earth system they have been exploring are reflected in observational data. This involves students looking at the relationships among four different variables measured at...
the local study site over the course of a year. While it would be ideal for students to work with observations taken locally, these data are not always available. In these cases, students can use data from a school in Greenville, Pennsylvania USA that has several continuous years of data. Students examine maximum surface air temperature, soil moisture at 10 cm and 90 cm below the surface, and precipitation and see that as surface air temperatures rise in the spring, the 10 cm, and later the 90 cm soil moisture, decrease. They also see that precipitation events cause short-term increases in the 10 cm soil moisture (Figure 3).

In the fourth lab, A Bird’s Eye View: Exploring Your Region, students focus their attention on an area significantly larger than their study site, applying their developing knowledge of local Earth system interactions to a regional scale. Although the scale being examined changes, the questions remain the same. For example: How does organism, process or event “A” influence, or become changed by, organism, process or event “B”? Specifically, in what ways is my local region interconnected with adjoining regions? What types of matter and energy cross regional boundaries to help define and shape neighboring regions? Although students investigate the region in which they live, the concept of a “site” changes: instead of focusing their attention on an actual plot of land, students investigate their region by combining their personal knowledge of the region with information they can learn from Google Earth.

Students begin the fifth lab, It’s All Connected: Global Circulation, by looking at average wind and water patterns across the globe to explore how different regions of the world are connected. Onto a world map, they trace pathways of wind and water into and out of their region, and across an ocean to other regions on Earth. The ideas of movement of matter and energy across Earth are reinforced as students first predict where a bottle, dropped in the ocean, will go as a result of surface ocean currents over a period of time, and then use a computer model of ocean currents to test their predictions (Figure 4).
In the sixth lab, *Air, Water, Land, & Life: A Global Perspective*, students review a variety of images and maps of the whole Earth using global NASA datasets to identify the major components of the Earth system at the global scale. The maps show solar energy, average temperature, cloud cover, precipitation, soil moisture, and vegetation, and the images are of Earth from space. Students discuss ways that individual components interact to form the whole Earth system. After engaging in a role-playing game, students are able to describe the water cycle at the global scale in greater detail, identify the components of the Earth system through which water passes and the processes that move water, and draw an abstract diagram of the water cycle at the global scale.

In the seventh and final lab, *A Year in the Life of the Earth System*, students consider change over time. How do the atmosphere, hydrosphere, pedosphere (soil), and biosphere change over the course of a year? What relationships exist between components of the Earth system at the global scale? Students use ImageJ to make a global map-based animation depicting monthly changes in one component of the Earth system, allowing exploration of how Earth changes over time at the global scale. Students then make a similar animation of two datasets, providing opportunities to investigate relationships between different components of the Earth system over time.

On completing the *EarthLabs ESS* module students are asked to reflect on what they have learned by describing the Earth as a complete system and giving specific examples of the ways that each component of the system impacts other components.

**Implementation of EarthLabs in Texas**

Seven high school teachers aided in the review of this EarthLabs ESS module as it was being developed and presented the module to 42 other Texas teachers at a professional development workshop. This was part of a larger University of Texas Institute for Geophysics-led TeXas Earth and Space Science Revolution (TXESS) Revolution program. This program (Ellins et al. 2011) is focused on developing the content knowledge and skills teachers need to enable them to teach the state’s current offering of a number of high school level Earth science courses, including: Earth and Space Science, Environmental Systems, Aquatic Science, Astronomy, and AP Environmental Science.

**Teaching Tips from the EarthLabs Teacher Partners**

The *EarthLabs* teachers implemented this *EarthLabs ESS* module in their classrooms as part of the research on the student learning component of the project. These teachers have provided useful teaching tips to help other teachers implement this module. These include:

- In the progression of studying Earth system interactions at local, regional, and global scales, the regional scale may be the most difficult. Highlighting the characteristics of your region is a good way to start; what differentiates your area from neighboring areas in terms of natural features, biomes, or human-constructed features? Drawing the borders for your “study region” within that greater region can be more arbitrary.

- Ideally the local “study site” is close enough to the school to allow students to make return visits for additional observations.

- Posting the learning objectives for each lab in a visible place within the room can help students stay in touch with the key ideas.

- If your students are unfamiliar with Image J (Lab 7) get them familiar with it in another context before using it in the module. One suggestion is have them complete the investigation *Measuring Distance and Area in Satellite Images* (http://serc.carleton.edu/eet/measure_sat2/index.html) from the Earth Exploration Toolbook (Ledley et.al, 2011).
Book a computer lab in advance; have the software needed installed in advance; and go through the labs yourself to assure that you have access to all the websites with data, animations, visualizations, etc. included, and ample bandwidth for all students.

**Effectiveness of the EarthLabs ESS Module for Student Learning**

We examined the effectiveness of the *EarthLabs ESS* module through a number of mechanisms including student pre- and post-instruction tests, classroom observations, and teacher interviews.

The pre- and post-tests showed that students significantly (p<0.05) improved their understanding of key concepts after instruction. An example is one student’s responses to the question “Describe and define Earth system science in your own words.” In the pre-test the student responded “The research of the way that the Earth operates. *This shows us how the earth is changing as a whole*” indicating an understanding of the individual words without a real understanding of the interactions of the different components of the Earth. After instruction, this student wrote, “[Earth system science is the] biosphere, pedosphere, atmosphere, and hydrosphere used to find information and solve facts for future use and help us find out more about the way our planet works.” This shift to articulation of aspects of the planet that make up the Earth system, as well as the notion that this science deals with understanding how the planet works, is indicative of overall student learning.

Classroom observations were focused on documenting the nature of student activities during classroom instruction. Results indicated that students were rarely off-task (<2% of the time), spending most of their time working in the online environment (61%), and about 30% discussing the materials or engaging in hands-on activities.

Teacher interviews indicated that generally, teachers felt strongly that the *EarthLabs* materials were promoting student learning about Earth systems. Teachers also felt that the modules played an important role in improving students' conceptual understanding of the dynamic nature of Earth processes and their ability to connect concepts to personal experience. One teacher noted, “In AP environmental courses, we try to look at Earth as system,... but the EarthLabs tied in the big picture much better than I have been able to do in the past.”

**Summary**

The *EarthLabs ESS* module was designed to help students, through inquiry-based activities, develop a deeper understanding of Earth as a system. This understanding is “key” for students to be able to explore and understand the complex issues that society must deal with in the face of climate change. Our work with teachers and students in Texas indicates that the *EarthLabs ESS* module is engaging and effective in helping students develop an understanding of the Earth as a system in the context of recognizable ideas and experiences and possibly helps them to make the more abstract concepts in climate change more relevant to their lives.
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Abstract
What could be wrong with presenting in a science class “both sides” of controversial topics like evolution or climate change, or having students debate the topics, using argumentation to improve their critical thinking skills? In the case of evolution, presenting supposed alternatives, such as intelligent design or young-earth creationism, is not only considered bad practice, but also unconstitutional in public schools due to the separation of church and state. However, in the case of climate change, the practice of teaching it as controversial and presenting “both sides” as if they are equally valid, is a too common practice among science teachers. This paper examines the reasons why teachers may be encouraged or drawn to “teach the controversy” about climate change, why it is not an effective practice and leaves students more confused, and how the Next Generation Science Standards may help to transform how we teach about climate and global change science and solutions.

Teaching Evolution and Climate Change: similar but different
Teaching evolution in classrooms has been a bone of contention for years, dating back to the Scopes trial in Tennessee in 1925, after the Butler Act outlawed the teaching of “any theory that denies the divine creation of man and teaches instead that man has descended from a lower order of animals.” There have been numerous court cases since then, and efforts to teach “both sides” of evolution in public schools have been promoted. In the Kitzmiller v. Dover case, tried in 2005 in a Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, federal district court, it was found that intelligent design was a form of creationism, and therefore unconstitutional to teach in American public schools.

In the legal arena, climate change education is substantially different from the teaching of evolution. It isn’t unconstitutional to teach “both sides” of climate change, and many teachers do this, although in instances where climate change is explicitly included in school district curriculum, teachers who don’t teach to the curriculum could be accused of insubordination.

There are some similarities between evolution and climate change in how they are taught or not taught. Like evolution, climate change often isn’t taught at all or isn’t taught well. By and large, climate change has been missing from science education for many decades, in part because it is
complex and doesn’t fit neatly into traditional science education disciplines, in part because the
science has been politicized and framed as uncertain and controversial.

Unsurprisingly, then, a study (Leiserowitz 2011) entitled “American Teens’ Knowledge of Climate
Change” conducted by the Yale Project on Climate Change Communication found that most adults
and teens get a D or an F in terms of their basic climate and energy literacy. Fewer than 1 in 5 said
they are “very well informed” about how the climate system works, or the different causes of, conse-
quences from, or potential solutions for global warming, and only 27 percent said that in school
they have learned “a lot” about global warming.

Importantly, in the study, 70 percent of teens said that they would like to know more about global
warming. But they may be disappointed. For today, when climate change is taught at all, it is often
not well taught, due to the lack of background in the subject content and pedagogical experience of
the educator and/or the lack of inclusion of the topic in the curriculum and science standards.

**Challenges and Opportunities:**
**teach current science, not a phony debate**

There are certainly substantial challenges to teaching climate change. The science itself is complex,
crossing many scientific disciplines, particularly when the human societal dimension is included. For
students, the science can be particularly challenging and non-intuitive. Even well-prepared teachers
may struggle to help students overcome naïve ideas or misconceptions about climate dynamics.

Also, the topic has historically not been adequately or systematically addressed in most science
standards. Even in college textbooks about environmental science, the subject of climate change
may be only part of a chapter out of the entire book. In the classroom the topic might be covered
in just one day out of an entire semester or skipped altogether. When the human dimension is
added to the equation, the psychological and sociological aspects of climate change add to the
complexity of teaching about climate change science and solutions. Clearly, in some communities
and schools, one of the biggest obstacles to teaching climate change, for many teachers is that the
topic has become extremely polarized politically, particularly in recent years. Largely because of this
political polarization, a substantial number of teachers who do cover the topic are opting to teach
“both sides” of climate science. Most commonly this takes the form of presenting the “theory” that
climate change is caused by human activities, and then attempting to balance it by presenting the
counter-“theory” that climate change is simply due to natural cycles.

The reasons that teachers may employ the “both sides” approach vary. In some cases, they have
experienced overt external pressure from other teachers, administrators, parents, or even students.
In other instances, educators may opt to present “both sides” of climate change to students because
they aren’t confident or comfortable with the content, haven’t mastered the pedagogy, or because of
their own opinions or worldviews.

In some cases, teachers are swayed by deliberate efforts that promote “teaching the controversy”,
but this teaching only fosters confusion and denial of climate change. This approach is similar to
the efforts to have evolution taught side-by-side with supposed alternative theories, like creation
science, or more recently, intelligent design. Unlike efforts to “teach the controversy” of evolution,

---

1 Over a third—36%—of K–12 educators responding to a 2011 NESTA survey reported that they
“have been influenced in some way (directly or indirectly) to teach ‘both sides’ of climate change.”
Although only 5% reported that they were required to teach “both sides” of climate change,
47% reported that they taught “both sides” because they thought that “there is validity to both
sides.” NESTA’s survey was informally conducted on-line, however, and cannot be considered
ExecutiveSummaryClimateChangeEducationSurveyDecember2011.pdf
which is driven primarily by religious ideology, efforts to “teach the controversy” in climate change education are primarily motivated by political and economic ideological perspectives.

In both cases, those promoting “teaching the controversy” claim that it will foster student’s critical thinking skills, ultimately teaching “more science not less.” In both instances, the claim is made that the science is bad (“Climate change is a hoax!”), the societal implications of the science are bad (“Fixing the climate will destroy free market capitalism!”), and proponents insist that it is only balanced and fair to grant equal time to present “both sides” of “the debate” to let students decide for themselves. But students need to master the content before they can engage in meaningful argumentation.

To many Americans, “teaching the controversy” appeals to an ideal of fairness and balance. But when it comes to evolution, gravity, the laws of thermodynamics and, yes, climate change, there is no “other side” for students to learn about in a science class. Simply put, climate change is happening, and humans, having become a force of nature through our sheer numbers and technological impact, are responsible.

The bottom line is that while climate change certainly is a social and political controversy, it is not a scientific controversy. This is not to say there aren’t a few scientific unknowns, in some cases substantial ones, regarding the details of how climate and the global environment will change and over what time scales. Should we be preparing for three feet or six feet of sea level rise along our coasts? Will wildfires along the Colorado Front Range increase 300% or 600% as temperatures increase? Within the community of climate and global change experts, there are areas of scientific disagreement such as these. But the biggest wild card is how humans are going to respond to the evidence presented by the scientific community.

What science educators ought to recognize is that for climate science, as for science in general, students need to master the content before they can engage in meaningful argumentation. True, argumentation can be a powerful way to engage students in learning science and debating the societal relevance of science and technology. But having students engage in a “phony” debate about whether climate change is happening, and whether humans are responsible, is counterproductive. Research has shown, and experience confirms, that teaching “both sides” of climate change is not sound, and can lead to more student confusion, not less.

For your classroom, here are a few tips on how best to address the controversy and denial of climate change. The tips are from the National Center for Science Education (http://ncse.com/climate/teaching/addressing-doubt-denial), which has been defending the teaching of evolution in public schools for many years and recently launched a new climate change education initiative:

Science teachers have a responsibility to help their students understand, to the extent appropriate, the central methods and results of contemporary science. There is substantial scientific agreement around climate change: 97% of scientists who have published peer-reviewed scientific articles on climate change agree that humans have caused most of the increase in global temperature over the last 150 years ... Science teachers thus have a responsibility to help their
students understand climate change, the evidence for climate change, and the fact that the scientific community agrees that the evidence is convincing.

Science teachers should therefore:

- be prepared, by understanding the content of climate science, using the most effective pedagogical methods for conveying it, and understanding the claims of climate change deniers
- be ready to cite the consensus of the scientific community on the reality of climate change and the consensus of the science education community on the importance of climate change education
- be respectful of student concerns (which are likely to reflect those of their parents or other trusted adults), while not engaging them in fruitless debate

By the same token, science teachers should:

- **not** misrepresent the scientific consensus by suggesting that climate change is a matter of scientific controversy or by presenting “the other side” as though it were scientifically credible
- **not** conduct “phony” debates in class about whether climate change is happening (as opposed to issues about which there is a genuine scientific debate or policy issues that aren’t able to be decided by the science alone)
- **not** use supplementary materials (such as DVDs produced by climate change deniers) or invite guest speakers who may misrepresent climate science

### Integrating Science and Solutions

One of the biggest complaints about climate change education efforts is that they alarm students, make them feel guilty, and convey a sense of gloom and doom. There’s some truth to this. Climate change has an undeniable psychological and emotional dimension that must be acknowledged in order to effectively communicate or teach this challenging topic.

An emerging “best practice” that requires skill and creativity by the practitioner is for the teacher to weave a wide range of technological, engineering, behavioral and societal solutions into the mix. Students thus learn about possible ways to mitigate or adapt to climate change, at the same time and in the same educational context that they are learning about climate change. For example, when focusing on how the Sun is the primary source of energy for the Earth’s climate system, teachers could augment their lessons on the Earth’s energy budget with discussions of the effective solar design of buildings. This is not always easy since it requires true balance and critical thinking to avoid advocacy for a particular policy or technological solution. But it is the science teacher’s responsibility to be an advocate for helping the learners become literate with the current science, ideally integrating climate and energy topics throughout the curriculum.

### Next Steps

In science classrooms, we don’t debate “both sides” of astrology or alchemy or whether the Earth is flat. Our duty as educators is to convey the complex, often challenging, and sometimes counter-intuitive consensus of current scientific research so that students can master the content and gain proficiency to help them to become more scientifically literate individuals, as well as better informed and better prepared citizens.
The proposed Next Generation Science Standards, which 26 states have been involved in drafting, include 30 standards from kindergarten to 12th grade that relate to understanding the basics of climate and energy concepts. These standards will help learners to examine the impact of human activities on climate and Earth’s ecosystems, and engage them to develop technological, engineering and societal solutions in order to minimize human impacts on the Earth system, and become more resilient as individuals and communities when required to deal with local and global changes. The potential is enormous for these proposed science standards to help improve how climate and global change are taught and advance civic science literacy. But achieving this potential will require commitment, creativity, the development and deployment of new curriculum, and professional development programs that can prepare educators to effectively convey 21st-century science to learners. No small task, but crucial to preparing society for changes that are already well underway.
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Background
In 2007, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) published its fourth assessment of Earth’s Climate. Stating clearly that “warming is unequivocal” and documenting observed warming, the IPCC laid the foundation for actions to address the impacts of climate change but left a chasm between evidence presented in the report and the public’s ability to make meaningful responses or even comprehend climate mechanisms. To bridge this gap, educators at the University of Wisconsin-Madison (UW) developed an on-line resource for educators clarifying graphs and tables presented in the IPCC Summary for Policy Makers. The Global and Regional Climate Change course debuted in 2008 (http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/climatechange/). Teachers from Wisconsin and California worked through the content and provided feedback via embedded questionnaires and telephone interviews. Revisions followed and in 2010, with support from NASA award number NNX10AB52A, the UW began offering Global and Regional Climate Change as a professional development opportunity for middle and high school science teachers as part of a Climate Literacy Ambassadors project, the idea being that teachers would take the course and then promote climate awareness in their schools and communities. Since then, dozens of teachers have designed and submitted grade-specific lesson plans that support teaching and learning around climate change. This article highlights a few of the more robust lesson plans available for download, including a district-wide community action plan and numerous shorter activities suitable for classroom instruction.

The UW Global and Regional Climate Change course and activities for the classroom
There are 16 lessons grouped into five units in the UW Global and Regional Climate Change course. The content in each of the 16 lessons is freely available on-line, and each lesson includes several learning activities that reinforce the main concepts presented. Most of these activities are perfect for classroom instruction. While there is the option to take the entire course and print out a certificate of completion, users are free to skip the log-in option and go directly to course content. To get to your favorite activity or lesson plan, simply use the navigation bar along the top of the home page. A list of 48 activities can be found under the “Resources” tab. While several of the activities are from NASA or NOAA, most, such as the Carbon Projections Applet to explore future carbon emission scenarios and the Milankovitch Cycles Applet to explore past climates, were developed at the UW.
Lesson Plans

There are two lesson plans and one worksheet to guide learning with the Carbon Projections applet and one lesson plan associated with the Milankovitch Cycles applet. These were developed by teachers, tested in classroom settings and iteratively refined. They can be found under the “Lesson Plans” tab in the navigation bar. Materials required are computers and Internet access (http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/climatechange/nav/lessonplans/).

The Carbon Projection Applet is an interactive computer exercise where students can model future projections of CO₂ sources and sinks and associated temperatures based on climate models used in the IPCC report. The graphs and graphics provide a visually appealing and powerful illustration of how choices can make a difference in future climate scenarios. The applet, like real life scenarios, is somewhat involved, so the screen shots and sequences laid out in the Carbon Projection Applet Worksheet provide an excellent guide for teachers and students to familiarize themselves with this learning tool. For teachers who have more than one class period to devote to this topic, there is also a Global Dilemma Scenario lesson plan where middle school students make choices about energy generation options, and a Stabilization Wedges lesson plan to engage high school students around strategies to reduce carbon levels from worldwide emission totals.

The Milankovitch Cycles Applet lesson plan was developed for high school students to complete in one class period. If you’re familiar with the Milankovitch Theory, you’ll remember that it involves cyclical variations in three elements of Earth-Sun geometry. Traditionally hard to teach, this applet enables teachers and students to visualize these elements and compare different configurations to temperatures derived from the Vostok ice core. This is another powerful teaching tool made easier by the lesson plan freely available for download.

Another set of popular lesson plans on the website evolved from an activity on probability and uncertainty. Several teachers have adapted and used the Simple Statistics Exercise on Uncertainty lesson plan to have students analyze a historical climate dataset of seasonal ice cover qualitatively and quantitatively. Instructions complete with screen shots are available for Excel 2003, Excel 2007 and Mac 2011. There is even a simplified version of this activity at the middle school level requiring students to plot data and make graphs, rather than use Excel.
A District-wide Community Action Plan

For educators that have longer than a week and seek broader community engagement, there are two, district-wide action plans available for download. The 10-10-10 plan breaks activities down into elementary, middle and high school level with grade-appropriate opportunities and incentives for students to investigate the size of their individual and household carbon footprint and identify actions to reduce carbon pollution. The 2011 Moving Planet plan encourages students to reduce fossil fueled trips. Both were coordinated with 350.org, an international organization working to raise awareness of human-induced climate change.

Summary

There are over three dozen climate-related lesson plans created by science teachers freely available for download from the UW Global and Regional Climate Change course. And the list is growing! An internal survey conducted in the fall of 2011 revealed that 28% of teachers in the Climate Literacy Ambassadors Community tend to only use the lesson plan they created while 45% have also used other teachers’ lesson plans. We’re confident that there is a lesson plan available that will help improve your students’ understanding of climate change.
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Abstract

There is growing consensus among educators about the importance of teaching students the necessary science skills to address some of today’s most pressing environmental concerns. The Center for Essential Science (CES) at the University of Michigan (www.essentialscience.umich.edu) has developed an eight to twelve-week climate change curriculum for teaching middle and high school students about the ecological impacts of global climate change. In this article, we describe a four-day module from that curriculum. We begin by discussing the science behind the module, including the data and technologies that climate scientists use for studying the impacts of climate change on local ecosystems. We then describe how the module guides students in predicting the effects of climate change on species distribution. Finally, we conclude with tips for classroom implementation and information on how teachers can gain immediate access to our activities and resources.

Predicted Distribution Modeling and Climate Change

Predicted Distribution Modeling (PDM, also known as Ecological/Environmental Niche Modeling, Predictive Habitat Distribution Modeling or Climate Envelope Modeling) is a method used widely in ecology and conservation biology. This approach uses environmental data, primarily climate variables, combined with species occurrence data, to produce a model that explains how climate variables influence where a species is found across landscapes. Scientists use PDM to predict where a species occurs under current environmental conditions (i.e., predict where else the species may be found, based on a limited set of observed occurrences) and where a species might occur if environmental factors changed, such as under future climate change scenarios. This makes PDM a powerful tool for exploring how climate change may influence ecosystems as species respond individually to changes in environmental factors (Beach et al., 2002).

Predictions of future species distributions are based on sophisticated climate change models defined by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). Because these climate change models and the graphs used to represent them are complex (see Figure 1), we created simplified versions of these scenarios. In this simplification process, we used a brief narrative to explain that IPCC scenarios are based primarily on three socioeconomic factors: global population size, energy...
consumption practices, and the proportion of energy use from clean sources (IPCC, 2007). A subset of the scenarios, A2, A1B and B1, were renamed as Future 1, Future 2 and Future 3 and summarized in a comparison table (Figure 2). Having this resource available to students allows them to make connections between human impacts on the global carbon budget, resultant climate change and its impact on ecosystems.

**Predicting the Impacts of Climate Change on Ecosystems: A High School Curriculum Module**

Predicting the Impacts of Climate Change on Ecosystems is a selected module from the semester-long climate change curriculum that has been developed for high school students. All activities in the curriculum were developed in close collaboration with scientists to ensure that students are learning accurate, peer-reviewed science content.

All content in the curricular activities aligns with the Framework for the K-12 Next Generation Science Standards. Both the module and full curriculum are delivered through SPECIES (Students Predicting the Effects of Climate In EcoSystems), a password-protected, online learning environment where students use a variety of digital media to learn about climate change and the impacts of climate change on ecosystems. Below, we describe the activities in a module where students explore the scientific question: “Will climate change impact the distribution of a species?”

**Activity 1:** Students begin the module with a reading about how environmental factors influence where species are found (i.e., its distribution). This is an important content foundation; students should understand that: (a) species are found in places where the environmental conditions are appropriate for them, (b) that different species have different environmental needs, and (c) there are many kinds of factors (abiotic and biotic) that influence where a species is found.

Students then use the “focal species chooser” to select a species on which to focus when making predictions about the impact of the climate change scenarios on a species’ distribution. The focal species chooser uses content from the Critter Catalog (www.biokids.umich.edu), an online animal encyclopedia that provides students with natural history information about their chosen species, including habitat, social behavior, diet and ecosystem roles. Students use this resource to understand the biology of their focal species and the conditions that influence where it can live. This background information allows students to make predictions about the impact of ecosystem changes on the distribution of their focal species under future climate change scenarios.

Next, students overlay maps of environmental conditions (temperature and precipitation, both of which are aspects of climate) and a map of their focal species distribution to understand how those environmental conditions influence the distribution. Students are asked to focus their attention on the environmental conditions that their focal species occurs. The area where the distribution and temperature/precipitation overlap indicates the range of temperature/precipitation that occurs where their focal species is found (Figure 3). This information provides a foundation for students’ understanding of how climate change will influence the future distributions of their focal species.

**Activities 2 and 3:** Students begin activity 2 with a background reading on possible future climates predicted under three human energy use and population scenarios, using the Futures 1, 2, and 3.
Students learn that the impact of human-induced climate change depends largely on greenhouse gas emissions and that greenhouse gas emissions are strongly influenced by socioeconomic factors. In Activity 3, students are led through an example of PDM using simplified grids that represent map cells. Observations of species are overlaid with information on precipitation and temperature. Students combine this information to develop their own predicted distribution on a simple grid. This exercise helps students understand the process behind the more complex, algorithm-driven modeling they will work with in the final module activity.

**Activity 4:** In the culminating activity, students use the PDM tools in SPECIES to make and justify predictions about how climate change will influence their focal species and its prey. Students begin the activity by comparing the current distribution of their focal species with its predicted distribution under the three future climate scenarios (left panel in Figure 4). They examine predicted changes in their focal species distribution under two scenarios, while also examining the human population and energy uses that define those scenarios. Students are then asked to describe the human population and energy uses under a third scenario based on how the distribution of their focal species changes. By examining a prey distribution, students can explore how changes in ecological interactions will impact their species. Students also use the PDM tool to overlay current distribution maps of their focal species and a prey species to see how their distributions overlap under the predicted climate futures (center and right panels in Figure 4). By comparing the models and their data, students can make a justified prediction about the impact of a single prey species or multiple prey species under different climatic conditions. Collectively, these observations reinforce the important understanding: that not all species will respond to climate change in the same way, that ecological interactions among species are likely to change, and that changing ecological interactions will influence whether species can survive the multiple stresses of climate change in the future.

Students conclude the module by synthesizing the information gathered throughout the activities to explain how biological communities may respond to climate change. A valuable addition to this module is to follow up with a classroom discussion in which students or student groups present their predictions for their focal species. This provides a collaborative opportunity for students to compare results and discuss the varying responses of species and their ecological interactions to climate change.
Teacher Tips

For practitioners, each curricular module provides 'Teacher Notes' prior to each lesson that include supplemental information for difficult concepts, links to supporting resources, and suggestions for extending the activities using different learning modalities. Lessons are typically designed for 50-minute class periods; however, they consist of smaller sub-sections that are flexible for varying amounts of instructional time. Because students' information is saved on the web, students can resume progress where they left off the day before.

All modules in the curriculum are designed for teachers who are unfamiliar with climate change or predicted distribution modeling. To improve accessibility, all curricular data and resources are presented in a user-friendly web environment that includes various media such as animations, videos and web articles. Hands-on activities include greenhouse gas and albedo labs, where students use infrared thermometers to measure temperature across surfaces. In addition, the curriculum includes student-accessible resources relevant to climate change, such as pollen and ice core data, so that students can use these as evidence when constructing scientific explanations. For instance, our simplified IPCC scenarios eliminate the guesswork of deciphering what the scenarios present, so teachers and students can focus their attention on conceptual learning and prediction making. Finally, the curriculum includes both embedded assessments and pre/post-tests that focus on core science content fused with explanations, predictions, and data analysis as emphasized in the upcoming Next Generation Science Standards.

Demonstrated Success with Impacts of Climate Change Curriculum Unit

A research study of the full curriculum conducted in spring 2012 realized strong learning in two areas. First, there was a high degree of student engagement across both middle and high school audiences. Second, many students created high quality research papers about the impacts of climate change on ecosystems. In addition, teachers noted the emphasis the lessons placed on guiding students to create evidence-based predictions and explanations about climate change impacts. Teachers also found they could adapt the lessons by either expanding discussions when the class period was longer, or omitting information that was already covered when class time was more limited. Initial pre/post-test data indicate students understand that climate is changing rapidly due to anthropogenic causes. Students comprehended the consequences of a warming global temperature and its potential impacts on species distribution and ecosystems. On balance, while many positives were observed, many students continued to struggle with the complexity of factors that contribute to global climate change.

Using Predictions About the Impacts of Climate Scenarios on Ecosystems

We invite all interested teachers to visit our web site to learn more about our program. While access to the full-featured curriculum requires teacher registration, the module described in this article is freely available at the following link: http://tinyurl.com/7fm2g5r. The Center for Essential Science is pleased to offer full or partial support to teachers wishing to implement our curricular activities in their classrooms. If interested, please contact Vanessa Peters at essentialscience@umich.edu
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Determined parents - Adult Adelie penguins do not leave the nest even when faced with floods. Here several adults are sitting on eggs which are, in turn, awash in glacial melt water and will thus not survive. It is unknown how long these adults continued to nest these eggs. Credit: Photograph taken by Jean Pennycook on Dec 20, 2007 at Cape Bird, Ross Island, Antarctica.